SHOGUN
SHOGUN RANGE

CONTACT YOUR AUTHORISED LOCAL FUSO DEALER OR VISIT FUSO.COM.AU

NO JOB
TOO BIG
No job is too big for the Fuso Shogun.
A product of the Daimler family, the Shogun
gives you access to an innovative European
drivetrain in a proven Japanese chassis.
Available in a range of axle, suspension and
wheelbase combinations with a choice of engine
outputs from 360hp to 510hp, this truck offers
the flexibility to meet and exceed all needs from
a 25-tonne GCM through to 63-tonne GCM.
Fuso is an industry leader in safety and the
Shogun is no exception, featuring the latest in
active safety systems. Combine this with an
industry leading 5year/500,000km warranty
and this truck makes perfect business sense.
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Tried and tested on Australian roads, the legendary
durability of the Fuso Shogun is uncompromised.
By selecting the best parts and technology available
from the Daimler group, the Shogun is configured
to strike the perfect balance between power,
efficiency, comfort and reliability.
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Available in a range of engine and axle combinations
including 4x2, 6x2, 6x4 and 8x4, there is a Shogun to
suit every application.
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SAFE IN ALL
THE RIGHT
PLACES
There’s a reason Fuso has a reputation for class-leading
safety technology and the Shogun range is no exception.
At Fuso, safety is not an optional extra; it’s standard.
Because we understand that keeping your employees
and other road users safe is paramount.

AEBS

ADVANCED EMERGENCY
BRAKING SYSTEM

WARNING

50% BRAKING 100% BRAKING
FORCE
FORCE

LDWS

LANE DEPARTURE
WARNING SYSTEM

• ABA5 – Advanced Emergency Braking System,
Walking Pedestrian Detection
• Lane Departure Warning System
• ESP
• Anti-Spin Regulator
• Hill Hold Assist
• Active Attention Assist incl facial recognition camera
• Proximity Control Cruise with Stop/Go function
• Auto Wipers & Lights
• Intelligent LED headlight control with DRL
• High visibility through signature transom window

ESP

ELECTRONIC
STABILITY PROGRAM

SAFETY AS STANDARD
The S badge is a guarantee that your Fuso comes with
safety, built in. At a minimum, vehicles with this badge
come with LDWS, AEBS and ESP, at no extra cost.

SLIDE OUT

WITH ESP

SLIDE OUT

ROLL OVER
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DRIVER VISIBILITY
Getting in and out of a Shogun is made easy with driver and
passenger doors that open 90 degrees and sturdy grab rails
on either side.
The interior space is comfortable and convenient with
integrated seatbelts for driver comfort. The layout features
advanced meter clusters on the dash and switches on the
steering wheel that allow the driver to operate the vehicle
without being distracted.

Thanks to purposefully designed narrow A-pillars and
a clever mirror set-up, every driver is guaranteed
excellent visibility. A sizeable transom window
on the passenger side helps line of sight even
further, as does reversing camera which comes
as standard, with the option to install four
additional cameras.

Inside the cabin you’ll find all the creature comforts you’d
expect from a modern truck, with only one thing missing
– noise. We made sure the Shogun is a quiet working
environment, ensuring drivers arrive feeling less fatigued
and more relaxed than when they left.
• Ergonomic cabin design with driver focused dash layout
and digital centre dash display
• Climate control standard
• Steering wheel mounted controls and Push start ignition
• 3-step entry and Air-suspension seat
• Multiple storage areas and ADR approved bunk
• 7-inch multimedia unit with Sat Nav, Digital radio,
Bluetooth, TPMS ready and support for 5 cameras
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POWER MEETS
EFFICIENCY

SHOGUN 360 A HEAVY
RIGID FIT FOR THE JOB

• Low height chassis (1011mm-high with 22.5”
wheels) and electronically controlled rear air
suspension, making it ideal for loading and unloading
at docks.
• 11.5m length pallet gives you the ability to carry 14-pallets
with a tailgate rear, so you can carry heavier loads for
longer distances with ease.

Power to weight ratio is the key to the Shogun 360’s flexible powertrain. The 7.7
litre OM936 Daimler engine uses advanced compound twin turbos to ensure torque
is available from down low and builds strongly throughout the rev range, returning
peak figures of 360hp/1400Nm. The flexibility of this power delivery is further
enhanced by the 12-speed AMT with Eco Roll and Skip Shift functions . A low tare
weight of just 6950kg allows the engine to focus on carrying payload rather than a
heavy chassis; improving efficiency and increasing profitability for your business.

• 360hp/1400Nm OM936 7.7L
Daimler engine

* FU 6x2
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• Compound Twin Turbo
• PPNLT (= Euro 6) Engine with
EGR, SCR & DPF
• Daimler 12-Speed AMT with
Crawler Mode, Rock Free
Mode, Eco Roll, Skip Shift
Function, Eco/Power Mode
• 50,000km service intervals
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360hp/1400Nm

Avaliable
wheel types

Engine (6cyl)
Description

6x2

360hp XXLWB

6x4

360hp XXLWB

Capacity (L)

Power

7.7

260kW/1400Nm

TORQUE (Nm)

With forward thinking operators in mind, the
Shogun 360 is fitted with the latest active safety
systems, including ABA5, LDWS, ESP and Driver
Attention Assist with facial recognition to
mitigate fatigue. It also benefits from
‘Active Side Guard Assist’ that
alerts the driver of objects or
pedestrians in the blindspot when
turning. Under the cab you’ve got
a high output Euro 6 7.7L twinturbo engine and out back the
ability to carry 14 pallets with a
low tare weight of just 6950kgs*.

SHOGUN 360

POWER (kW)

Introducing the all-new Fuso Shogun 360, a
heavy-duty workhorse in a league of its own.
Specifically built by Daimler for the Australian
market, this truck sets the category standard
when it comes to class-leading safety, power
and efficiency.

SHOGUN 400 & 460
Shogun prime movers come in a range of axle combinations and cab combinations, and the
capability to haul up to 63t GCM. Loaded with all the latest in safety features and engine
tech that the Daimler group has to offer, this truck is suited for everything from shorthaul
container work up to b-doubles. With an ergonomic cabin and an ADR approved bunk, the
driver is equipped with everything they need to get the job done efficiently and safely.

Brains meets braun when the 10.7 litre Daimler engine is bolted to the smooth
shifting 12-speed AMT. The OM470 Euro 6 compliant engine delivers an impressive
395hp/2000Nm or 455hp/2200Nm depending on variant, and with extended service
intervals and a class leading 5year warranty – this engine is built for the long haul

• Euro 6 Engine with EGR, SCR & DPF

• 6x4, optional LSD with inter-axle lock
• 6.5t Front Axle
• Mechanical or Air Suspension
• 24t GVM/53t GCM
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SHOGUN 8X4 400/460
• 395hp/2000Nm or 455hp/2200Nm
OM470 10.7L Daimler engine
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• 8x4

280

• 13t load sharing front axle group
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• Mechanical or Air Suspension
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• Standard & High Roof cab options
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• 30.8t GVM/53t GCM#
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455hp Prime Mover Std Roof
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395hp LWB
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455hp LWB
455hp XLWB

395hp XLWB
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Description

455hp Prime Mover High Roof

460

395hp LWB
8x4
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455hp MWB
6x4
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ENGINE SPEED (rpm)

395hp Prime Mover Air susp.
395hp XLWB
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Avaliable
wheel types

455hp/2200Nm

^ FV70 6x4 Mech. Susp
#
FS72 8x4

10.7

335kW/2200Nm

TORQUE (Nm)

• 395hp/2000Nm or 455hp/2200Nm
OM470 10.7L Daimler engine

395hp/2000Nm

TORQUE (Nm)

SHOGUN 6X4 400/460

• 50,000km service intervals

POWER (kW)

• Common Rail with Amplified Fuel Injection

• Daimler 12-Speed AMT with Crawler
Mode, Rock Free Mode, Eco Roll,
Skip Shift Function, Eco/Power Mode

POWER (kW)

• 395hp/2000Nm or 455hp/2200Nm
OM470 10.7L Daimler engine

SHOGUN 510
Things just got a whole lot bigger with the arrival of the all-new
Shogun 510. German engineering meets Japanese reliability in the
most powerful Euro6 Japanese truck available in Australia. And the
only one to exceed 500 horsepower.
Whether you’re running a single, or double trailers, the 510’s 13-litre
Daimler drivetrain- coupled with up to 63 tonne GCM- gives you all
the heavy-duty grunt to get the job done.

SHOGUN FV 510
• 510hp/2500Nm OM471 13L Daimler engine
• 6x4 Prime Mover or 6x4 MWB for Tipper/
Demountable bodies
• 7.1t Front Axle
• Air Suspension with ECAS and 2-position
memory function
• 26t GVM/63t GCM

SHOGUN 510

Avaliable
wheel types

Capacity (L)

Power

12.8

375kW / 2500Nm

510hp MWB Air Susp.
510

6x4

510hp Prime Mover Air susp
510hp Prime Mover Air susp High roof

2500

• Assymetric Turbo
Engine (6cyl)

Description

510hp/2500Nm

2000

• Euro 6 with EGR, SCR & DPF
• Daimler 12-Speed AMT with
Crawler mode, Rock Free
Mode, Eco Roll, Skip Shift,
Eco/Power Mode
• 50,000km Service Intervals
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• 510hp/2500Nm OM471 13L
Daimler engine

TORQUE (Nm)

To keep your business driving forward you need
a truck that’s both powerful and fuel efficient.
The Shogun 510 has a highly efficient 13-litre
Daimler engine, and 12 speed AMT transmission,
that delivers a mighty 510hp and 2500Nm of
torque with increased fuel efficiency.
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12.8L SHOGUN
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To find out all about Daimler Truck Financial offers
visit fuso.com.au/finance-financial

SERVICE PLANS

WEAR AND
TEAR

Fuso have fast, tailored finance solutions to keep
your business moving. Daimler Truck Financial is
the dedicated finance and insurance provider for
Fuso trucks and buses. Backed by our industry
knowledge and experience, our products are
specifically designed with Fuso owners in mind.
So, whether you have a single vehicle or an entire
fleet, we can tailor a plan to suit your business needs.

VEHICLE
REPAIRS

DAIMLER TRUCK FINANCIAL

When it comes to business, nobody likes unplanned expenses. Fuso
Service Plans allow you to manage your finances upfront and gives you
preferential pricing on genuine parts and labour at authorised Fuso
Service Dealerships. So not only do you enjoy 50,000km service intervals,
there are no more surprises at the service desk!

DRIVELINE
REPAIRS

The Shogun range is your one stop shop for your
business needs, offering reliable and simple solutions
across financing plans, warranty, and servicing so you
can get the job done without any setbacks.

ON THE ROAD
AND ON
YOUR WAY
MAINTENANCE

SHOGUN
SOLUTIONS

✓

✗

✗

✗

✓

✓

✓

✓

BEST BASIC

Includes all scheduled servicing work
for your vehicle as specified in the Fuso
maintenance booklet, carried out to Fuso
quality standards. Total flexibility allows
you to select a time/kilometre structure
that best suits your needs.

COMPLETE

WARRANTY
The Fuso Shogun is built to last, but if something does
go wrong, you can be confident knowing that you’re
covered, because Fuso is the first and only Japanese
truck manufacturer to offer up to 5year/500,000km*
warranty as standard.
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* See fuso.com.au/warranty for full terms and conditions.

A full service package offering all-round
protection. Complete covers all necessary
repair and maintenance work including
wearing parts, ensuring that your vehicle
is always in the best condition.

VISIT FUSO.COM.AU/SHOGUN

FOR A RANGE OF WALKAROUND VIDEOS,
SPEC-SHEETS AND MORE INFO ON THE
SHOGUN RANGE.

CONTACT YOUR AUTHORISED LOCAL FUSO DEALER OR VISIT FUSO.COM.AU
Information valid as of April-2022.

